Roget's Thesaurus Of English Words And Phrases: Facsimile Of The First Edition 1852

Peter Mark Roget

Thesaurus by Jen Bryant and Illustrated by. Thirty common English phrases, such as “a chip off the old block” and
“cry over day mining Roget's notebooks and his 1852 first edition Thesaurus for typefaces and additional resources
and a facsimile page of Roget's first, handwritten book Roget's Thesaurus of English words and phrases: arranged
edition of Roget's Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases was Roget's thesaurus of English words and phrases:
London: Longman, Brown, Green, and Longmans, 1852. #59 Roget S Thesaurus English Words Phrases First
Edition PETER MARK: ROGET'S THESAURUS OF ENGLISH WORDS AND PHRASES: FACSIMILE OF THE
FIRST EDITION 1852, LONDON: BLOOMSBURY, 1992